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Grant Davis

Suburban Review

Workshop
I recently attended at Palestra the first

workshop to discuss the situation of

trade in the suburbs and the

difficulties they are facing since the

introduction of the Identifiers. (You

can see a more detailed report on

page 4).

The upshot of the meeting was that

suburban drivers in all sectors are

demanding that they be allowed to

work further into Central London and

have an expansion of all their sectors. 

We at the LCDC are adamant that

this will not be allowed to happen, and

feel that all green badge drivers

support this view. Should LT&PH be

fool hardy enough to recommend this

proposal, I believe you would see the

biggest demonstration since 2009

which saw Ed Thompson being

removed from his post at the Carriage

Office.

London Taxi 

Company Update?
In last month`s edition of the Badge I

wrote about the accounting errors

which had caused a delay in LTC

publishing their half yearly results.

On page 6 you can read the latest

figures published within them. They

make pretty scary reading not only the

black hole from the accounting errors

had increased to £4.25m but they also

made a trading loss of £3.6m over the

last six months.

I am very concerned for the future of

this company and the ramifications for

the trade if they were to cease

trading. 

This company has been a vital part

of the history of our trade for many

years and I am very concerned with

the lack of communication between

Manganese Bronze and the trade as

to how they plan to make sure the

Company has a future and that

drivers can still be able to buy a taxi

with confidence. 

Taxi Age Limit��..Or Not! 
Like many of you out there I have

read that TFL have granted a licence

to a 22 year old Metrocab which is

owned by former LCDC Chairman

Alan Fleming.

I personally spoke to Mr Fleming

who told me that the circumstances

which allowed him an exemption was

that he had purchased a new engine

several months prior to his plate

running out and also informed TFL

that he was only wanting to drive his

cab for just 1 more year. 

So for all you cabbies out there

whose taxi is coming off the road and

you wish to have an exemption please

feel free to contact Mr John Mason at

the usual Palestra address and lodge

your appeal.

Editorial
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As I touched on in my

Editorial, I recently attended

the first workshop at Palestra

regarding a review on 

suburban drivers and their

issues.

The perception that the Club is

against suburban drivers could

not be further from the truth as

we have many suburban

members. 

However, the truth of the matter

is that had the Identifiers not

been introduced, then these

workshops would not now be

taking place. There is no doubt

that the majority of suburban

drivers were just working their

designated sectors but suddenly

woke up one morning to witness

many new “faces” in their midst

as these drivers could no longer

get away with plying for hire in

Central London.

The identifiers have now led to

a massive problem in the

suburbs with lack of rank spaces

and also lack of work. What is

the solution?

It certainly is not the answer to

extend their sectors to include

some of the following:  Canary

Wharf, Brick Lane,  Aldgate,

Shoreditch High Street, Old

Street, Clapham High Street,

Westfield, Hammersmith rank,

and a Local rank at Heathrow

Airport.

Also their demand to start the

green badge knowledge on 21

day appearances in our opinion

is a complete NON STARTER.

LCDC solution:

We feel that the suburban

drivers should start to redevelop

their own sectors by way of

increasing the amount of ranks

within their sectors as well as

embracing the new 

taxi apps such as Hailo. Russell

hall attended the workshop and

he received a glowing report

from some Ealing drivers who

had started generating work from

their sectors by using Hailo.

If the drivers were to start

“carding up” their areas and

becoming more pro-active in

generating local  business we

feel that before too long the work

that had been lost to the private

hire could be won back into the

licensed taxi trade.

Suburban Drivers Demand
Access To Inner London

EXCLUSIVE
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Alarm bells sound as
Manganesse bronze half year

results show £3.6M loss!

As reported in last month’s

edition of the Badge due to the

discovery of accounting errors

adjustment to prior year

accounts increases previously

reported operating losses by 

£4.25m.
If that was not bad enough the first

six months of 2012 showed group

revenue 11.3% to £34.3m, UK sales

volume down 22.9% 577 vehicles

sold.  Leading to an overall loss

before tax  of £3.6m.

As part of the on-going support by

Geely to the group, LTI Limited

enjoys the benefit of extended

trading terms from Shanghai Maple.

The report also showed that as of

30th June 2012 LTI owed Shanghai

Maple the sum of £18.6m of which

£8.9m was technically overdue. The

directors have obtained verbal

assurances of continuing support

from Geely. 

The Directors acknowledge that the

matters described above represent

a material uncertainty that could, in

certain adverse circumstances, cast

doubt upon the Company`s and the

Group`s ability to continue as a

going concern. If such an adverse

situation were to arise, the Company

and the Group

May be unable to realise its assets

and discharge its liabilities in the

normal course of business.

Nevertheless, the Board has an

expectation that such an adverse

situation will not arise.

Taxi fires case 

due in court
In March 2011 a claim was lodged

in the High Court by 436 taxi drivers

against LTI Limited and 11 other

defenders for alleged financial loss

as a result of the 2008 product recall

that was undertaken to resolve

concerns following 12 under bonnet

fires in early production models of

the TX4 taxi. The case has been

listed for a trial in the High Court of

the preliminary issues in March 2013.

After carrying out a full and

thorough  investigation using an

independent fire investigator,

the Directors believe that the

cause of the fires was due to

improper servicing by third

parties who used flammable

solvents to clean the engine

compartment. Accordingly, the

board intends to contest the

claim and, in the 2011 accounts,

provided £500,000 to meet the

future legal cost of this action. 

Commenting on the results,

John Russell, Group Chief

Executive, said:

The Board is disappointed by the
Group’s results for the Half Year,
which reflect continued challenging
trading conditions in the UK.
Trading in the period since 30 June

2012 has been broadly in line with
revised expectations and better that
the level of trading experienced in
the second quarter. The Board
expects that sales in the final quarter
of the year will be at similar levels to
the current running rate but this will
not allow the Group to return to profit
in the second half of the year.



Airport Matters
BY PETER “THE CANNON”

L.C.D.C AIRPORT REP

Transport for London (TfL) is

being asked to reveal a lot

more about its relationship

with HALTS Ltd.
In the past two years TfL officials

have consistently prevaricated

whenever they are asked to

comment or advise on the legality or

otherwise of HALTS’ fixed fares for

compellable journeys that start from

Heathrow’s ranks. TfL is fully aware

of allegations that passengers run

the risk of being systematically

ripped off when they make their

travel arrangements at the taxi

desks. TfL is also aware that the

allegations are backed by bullet

proof evidence. Specific complaints

about overcharging have been met

with only a negative response from

TfL and no response at all from

BAA. Even though TfL is one of

London’s leading public authorities,

trying to find out to what extent , if

any , TfL has approved Heathrow’s

fixed fares schemes is like trying to

get blood from a stone. To date, TfL

seems unwilling to ensure that its

dealings with private company

HALTS Ltd. are open, transparent

and properly documented. 

The Freedom of information Act is

being used as a legitimate tool to

assess the depth of TfL’s

cooperation with HALTS Ltd. Copies

of TfL’s e-mails and letters to

HALTS show that TfL insists that

drivers must use their meters when

they carry HALTS passengers who

prepay a fixed price at the taxi

desks for compellable journeys. But

despite what TfL says on paper, in

practice it is impossible to combine

variable metered fares with fixed

fares when a HALTS’ passenger

takes a cab from a Heathrow rank.

What is the point of TfL permitting

HALTS to charge fixed prices and

then ruling in the same breath that

the passenger can’t be charged

more than the meter ? 

HALTS survival at Heathrow is

heavily dependent on the continued

existence of a canteen culture that

is reluctant to root out pockets of

fiddling and malpractice. HALTS

benefits from the effects of this

combination of misplaced loyalty

and fear of causing offence. In an

attempt to spur TfL into action,

another request made under the

FOIA is expected to pin point who

has and hasn’t been properly

notified by TfL of the different

circumstances when the use of the

meter is no longer mandatory at

Heathrow. As a priority, TfL needs to

publish a Notice to Drivers in the

trade press, so that all drivers who

use Heathrow’s ranks know about

the latest regulations covering fixed

fare schemes. TfL must not allow

the systematic overcharging that

goes on at HALTS’ desks to

mushroom into an industry. TfL

should put an immediate block on

the taxi desks accepting

prepayments for compellable

journeys into central London. Any

passenger who wants to know what

they may have to pay for a

Heathrow taxi can be offered a

capped metered fare. It shouldn’t be

too difficult for TfL to rule that there

is no need whatsoever for HALTS’

passengers to pay up front for

metered fares. 

Cull of Feeder Park 

By-passers. 
At long last, BAA proposes to cut

down on the number of trade reps

who by-pass the taxi feeder parks.

BAA is prepared to use its powers

under taxi byelaw 9(10) to permit

only one rep per trade

organisation per day to park on

the fence after registering with

NSL in the feeder park office . No

doubt the new rule won’t go down

well with trade reps and all the

hangers-on who refuse to suffer

the indignity of having to put their

cabs through the two parks. In

answer to written questions from

the LCDC, BAA has given a firm

assurance that a new rule of ‘one

rep only’ will include all HALTS’

executives and drivers employed

by HALTS employs to do admin’

and desk duties. It remains to be

seen how many of the liberty

takers will put up a fight against

the new rule, but it’s highly

unlikely that they will be so foolish

as to threaten BAA with a

stoppage. (That really would be a

laugh). BAA and NSL Cabin staff

have the full backing of Heathrow

drivers to get this new Taxi System

rule implemented as soon as

possible. 

Hotel Desks and

Minicabs 
Staff who work on British Hotels

reservation desks have fallen out

with the taxi marshals because the

hotel desks have been caught red-

handed recommending a firm of

minicabs to travellers who ask for

information about London taxis.

The Hotel desks complained about

the marshals to the Police and

their grievances reached as far as

the ears of a well known taxi trade

spokesman. Thanks to the

judicious use of the Freedom of

Information Act, a copy of a letter

that the spokesman wrote to

Heathrow Police has been brought

into the open. In his letter, he

takes it upon himself to assure

Heathrow Police that the taxi

marshals will be ordered to keep

well away from the Hotels

reservation desks. The question is,

why would a taxi trade

spokesman, who by definition is

supposed to have the trade’s

interests at heart, want to defend

the Hotel desks for openly and

deliberately offering minicab

services to passengers ? The

answer is quite simple. If the taxi

marshals are known to be

watching the Hotel desks, they are

bound to be watching what goes

on at HALTS’ desks. 

Taxi Marshals 
At the moment the LCDC is

adopting a position of neutrality

over BAA’s proposal to cut the

forty-two taxi marshals down by

two thirds. There is a call for the

marshals to cease operating as a

body of drivers that operates

independently of the Heathrow

trade organisations. There is also

a call for an end to be brought to

their practice of choosing for

themselves what hours they work

in the terminals on anti-tout duties. 

Heathrow Police are no longer a

party to the so called Service

Level Agreement (SLA), drafted by

Unite on behalf of the marshals in

2010. The LCDC refused to join

the other trade organisations in

signing the document and for very

good reason. Despite the

signatures, the SLA remains

invalid as a legally enforceable

agreement, mainly because it’s

founded on the flawed principle

that drivers who take part in the

marshalling scheme can operate

outside the scope of the

Heathrow taxi byelaws and the

rules of the Taxi System. 

The officer in charge at

Heathrow Police Station is a

Chief Superintendent and he is

adamant that his six-man Police

Tout Squad led by a Detective

Sergeant is in his words

“appropriate for the scale and

seriousness of the minicab

touting problem”. The same

senior officer agrees that as a

matter of UK law, the cost of

policing Heathrow Airport has to

be negotiated annually between

BAA and Heathrow Police. The

Police have the authority to tell

BAA what needs to be spent to

keep the airport reasonably safe

and secure and BAA is obliged to

pay up. It is a black and white

financial fact, that as long the

number of police officers on anti-

tout duties can be kept down, the

overall cost of policing Heathrow

Airport is kept down and at the

end of the costs chain BAA is the

main beneficiary. 

If the Heathrow Police were to

officially agree that the marshals

are needed in the passenger

terminals , there is nothing in law

to stop the Police from pressing

for the marshals to be paid by

BAA. Inevitably, if the marshals

insist that they are not going

listen to proposals to change the

rules that they have devised for

themselves, then they will only

have themselves to blame if BAA

decides to go ahead and wind

down the marshalling scheme

completely. 
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NOSTALGIA (part 2)

Something came up the other

day that made me think about

when I did the Knowledge

(KOL) and first started driving

a cab back in 1979. I cannot

say doing the KOL provided

many good times but time has

made it seem less horrible

than it actually was.
The two most infamous examiners

were Mr Wicks and Mr Finlay. As far

as I am aware examiners back then

were not allowed to hold a cab

licence and they were all retired Met

officers. These were the days when

many police officers drew their

pension in their mid – 40s. Of

these, more than a few took on the

KOL. When they were due to

receive their badge and bill, some

chose to be examiners instead.

Mr Wicks was a wily old bird and

unlike today, you never received a

specific score and only knew you

were progressing when you

received a reduction. The downside

of this is obvious but it had an

upside as examiners could use their

loaf to decide how a candidate was

doing rather than being judged

simply on the scoring process. It

worked. I didn’t use a school but

paired up with a fella at the

induction, who turned out to be not

very interested and only doing the

KOL through redundancy. Not only

did I soon find him out but so did Mr

Wicks. Long story short,, on his

second appearance he answered

quite well and then Mr  Wicks asked

him a series of questions about his

home life, culminating in asking if

he had a colour TV (this was 1978

and colour was a new-fangled

contraption)? My pal answered yes

and was then told to stop watching

it and get out on his bike. That was

his last appearance. Mr Wicks

retired before I completed the KOL

and was replaced by Mr Shern, who

I really did not like getting at all.

Mr Finlay is rightly regarded a

legend in the trade. I have watched

grown men literally have the colour

drain from their faces when he

walked into the waiting room and

called their names. Me, I loved

getting Mr. Finlay. Right or wrong

(and I’ll never know for sure) I

reckoned Mr Finlay was there to

test your character and

temperament rather than your

knowledge and this allowed me to

relax instantly. Jack Rosenthal’s

examiner could have been Mr

Finlay, who got up to similar tricks

as the TV character. I never really

had much trouble with him though

and he actually gave me my “rec”

after laughing at me for making a

really stupid point drop. That was

the only time I ever saw him crack

his face.

When I started the KOL I was

married with a wife, three kids, a

dog and a mortgage to support and

so doing it full-time was out of the

question. I took a job as a milkman

as in those days you could be

finished and home by late morning

most days. It was a seven day

week though. It took 19 months to

complete the KOL and then two

further months to do my drive and

suburbs. That time was not without

mishap. I lived in near Kent and so

getting into town and back on a

Honda 90 in winter was no picnic.

That first summer saw two

incidents. The first was a diesel spill

on the London Museum

roundabout, where I took part in a

spinning ballet of cars, vans and my

bike. I parted company with the bike

but luckily there was only superficial

damage to both bike and myself.

The second was a bit different. I

was on the bike on the way home

from work on a Sunday morning

and a car jumped a stop line right in

front of me. I hit him head-on and

then sailed over the top of his car. I

couldn’t work for a couple of weeks

and the bike was a write-off. The

following winter I went around a

roundabout in Charlton like a

teenager, skidded on black ice and

parted with the bike spectacularly.

Again, there was no serious

damage done. The second summer

saw me about a half mile from

home after being out pointing and

doing about 35mph when my chain

snapped and wrapped around my

back wheel, stopping the bike

instantly while I carried on doing

35mph for a while. I look back and

wonder how I ever survived the

KOL and have never been a on a

bike since and never will go back

on one.

I bought my own cab about three

months after getting out. At that

time I was 28 years old, had a

family and mortgage and had run

my own butcher’s shop with my

brother. Prior to that I had managed

company shops. Yet, in order to buy

a cab I was required to attend the

PCO with my bank statements and

outgoings so that a civil servant

could decide whether or not I could

afford the repayments and run my

own business. Still, that was life

under The Met.

TFL SURFACE TRANSPORT

PANEL (STP)
Rickshaws came up on the meeting

agenda recently. TFL estimate that

London now has around 900 of

these death-traps. It seems like TFL

are trying to get tougher on

rickshaws but not getting much help

from central government

departments. 

Hospitals have to fill

questionnaires when dealing with

road accidents that are available to

the police. In order to collate data,

TFL have asked the DfT to include

a tick-box where accidents involve

rickshaws. The DfT refused on the

grounds of limited numbers of

rickshaw-involved collisions on a

national basis. A&E data is not

available to TFL and so The Met will

now be making a note of any such

accidents they are called to in order

to see just how dangerous

rickshaws are.

It would seem that it’s getting safer

to cycle in London. While cycle

journeys are up by 20%, cyclist

fatalities are down by a third. On

that basis, while cycle lanes are an

inconvenience to us, they appear to

be making cycling safer in town. TfL

want to make cycling even safer

though and to this end the STP

have made six recommendations.

One of these is improved driver and

rider training but the other five all

put the onus on vehicles and drivers

. Perhaps they should have a

seventh, training police officers to

police cyclists that ignore road laws. 

THIS AND THAT
While nicking any tout is welcome,

TFL are crowing that 7,700 touts

have been arrested since 2003.

Sounds good until you work it out

to less than two touts per day. 

They could get a week’s quota

outside Abacus in 10 minutes on

any evening. Looks rather like not

much of the £500,00pa wages that

are being jointly paid to Hendy and

Daniels is being focussed on the

cab trade.

What’s all this nonsense about

LTPH trying to force us to accept

credit card payments? The only

legal tender is cash and under the

law nobody is compelled to accept

cheques or credit cards. Anything

other than cash is no more than a

promissory note; an IOU to you

and me. It would be interesting to

see how they could force us to

accept IOUs.

Reading airport matters” last

month had me swearing at the

paper. The HALT levy was to fund

taxi desks that were to drum up

trade for us and help people find

their way to pre-booked taxis. Its

bad enough that we have to pay

for this. Its even worse that we now

pay it to a private firm, rather than

a driver co-op. It takes the biscuit

though that we are about to start

funding the desks to book minicabs

qand prevent customers walking

out to the ranks. Un f........

believable!

Walker on the March....
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Please sign U.T.G. Petition 
and send to your local M.P.

London IS Different

United Trade Group tell Law Commission
Hands off LondonSteve McNamara (LTDA), Grant Davis (LCDC) present 

Jessica Uguccioni (Law Commission), with U.T.G. submissions

The LTDA, LCDC and Unite are making you aware of the possible serious effects which the 

Law Commissions review of Taxi and Private Hire legislation could have if they do not accept that

London Is different from the rest of the country.

Our Concerns are:

1. The Law Commission proposals on national licensing. We call on the Government To accept the Transport Select Committee 

recommendation that the licensing of Taxis and PHV`s should remain a local function.

2. London Private Hire vehicles must continue to be licensed in London to London Standards.  

We oppose any proposals by the Law Commission to lower standards.

3. London licence fees for taxis and private hire vehicles must remain in London to fund

Enforcement of touting and illegal plying for hire.

4. Maintain our standards. We oppose any proposals by the Law commission to introduce 

any type of part time taxi licences in the Capital.

5. The word “ TAXI” must remain exclusive. Private hire vehicles are NOT taxis should not Be allowed to describe themselves  

as such. The Private Hire Vehicles act of 1998 prohibits  Private hire advertising  using the words “ taxi, taxis,cab,cabs” 

The law Commission should not seek to change this.

6. That the Government should accept the Transport Select Committees proposals to resolve Cross border hire problems.

The LTDA, LCDC and Unite are asking you to support our campaign by opposing the Law Commissions proposals.

I support the LTDA, LCDC and Unite campaign petition and the lobbying of my MP In this cause.

NAME:.................................................................................... MP:..................................................

ADDRESS: ......................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................. POST CODE:..................................

SIGNATURE: ........................................................................ DATE:..............................................
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Last Month we wrote a story

that Get Taxi were about to

introduce a scheme were they

would be paying hotels for

airport work. And we at the

LCDC we vehemetly oppossed

to the idea and we are know

pleased to see the Get Taxi

have done a U Turn and not to

implement this policy. This is a

statment that Get Taxi sent to

club regarding this issue. 

GetTaxi is very keen to take

ownership of work that has been

wrongfully taken by PHVs, and is

continually looking for creative

ways to do so. Unfortunately, a

couple of months ago a former

GetTaxi employee sent you all a

text message that conveyed

exactly the opposite of what we

are looking to do. After a number

of consultations with you, we have

decided to shelve this scheme

until we’re confident we have

found the best way of

implementing it. 

We’re already in discussion with

the largest Hotel Management

Systems companies to find ways

to integrate our booking system

with theirs, allowing GetTaxi to

“bypass” the concierge and other

kickbacks. Watch this space.

Why is we get a PCN for

stopping for a toilet break or

letting our customers go to the

cashpoint, but park illegally in

Regent Street you will not

receive anything. 

Private hire Vehicles park at

Swallow Street every night of the

week and nothing is done to

move these vehicles on. You can

watch whilst parking warden’s

amble on past and seeming

completely oblivious to the line of

illegally parked vehicles not only

on double yellow but blocking a

bus lane. Westminster night time

wardens seem to have this blind

eye policy at night as not far from

Regent Street is another group of

drivers that sit and ply for hire in

Haymarket on most nights and

yet again no sign of wardens or

even Taxi Private Hire

enforcement team . It doesn't

matter how many times these

driver have been reported either

to Westminster parking or LTPH

tout line it still goes on. It is no

wonder drivers lose heart when

they can see touting going on

night after night and nothing gets

done, Westminster used to have

a 24 parking phone line that you

could report illegally parked

vehicles and then hope they

would get someone out to move

the vehicles on, this has now

been shut down due to cuts,

maybe if they had done their jobs

better of a night and issued

enough tickets they might still be

employed. And during one

alarming phone call I was told by

the man from Westminster that

Regent Street was a RED

ROUTE and was not under their

jurisdiction,  at the time I made

the call I was looking at double

yellow lines!! This seems to be

the way Westminster deal with

most touting issues in there

borough, they are absolutely

clueless. Mr Martin Low who is

City Commissioner of

Transportation at Westminster

City Council seems to go on the

missing list but only appears

when he gets a hair brained

scheme that involves the taxi

trade. He seems to be worried

about the night time problems

when he is on a walkabout about

with the trade but nothing

changes. I even asked to get

double yellow lines put outside

the Ritz to ease the  bottle neck

on Piccadilly. I  have had no reply

from Mr Low personally but my

sources tell me the Ritz spend

lots of money on rates, so they

are allowed to keep their single

yellows for their customers. So

whilst Westminster do nothing to

curb night time parking and

touting problems maybe we

should be looking at LTPH

licensing dept who issue

operators licences for a satellite

office that have no parking

facilities but then allow all their

cars to rank outside and cause

congestion at every nightspot. 

The Untouchables

Get Taxi U Turn
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GRAHAM LONG

May I extend my warm and best

wishes, to green and yellow

badge drivers as well as to

Knowledge boys and girls, as

you are the future of this

magnificent trade. 
For those  you who read my article in

last month’s edition of the Badge, I

have now had my meeting with Mr

John Mason, Head of Transport for

London, and I was not at all surprised

to see that Ms Helen Chapman was in

attendance. 

Sadly the meeting was limited to a

strict hour, and I was therefore limited

in the points that I was wanting to talk

about. Firstly I would like to say thank

you to Mr Mason for his time.  The

points that we talked about in no

particular order, are on every honest

Cabbie’s mind. The mere frustrations

which are damaging our trade are still

to be rectified. The first point I raised

was the yellow badge drivers wanting

more territory to ply for hire on. Firstly

may I say that former head of

Knowledge of London, Mr Bishop is

quoted as saying on the “go your own

way” DVD, “I advise everyone who is

considering studying the yellow badge

area to follow a cabbie in their

particular sector for a few hours to see

just how busy he is.” I then told Mr

Mason that it’s quite simple – if you

want to ply for hire within a six-mile

radius of Charing Cross you have to

get on your moped for three or four

years and gain the green badge

knowledge. To my utter amazement,

Mr Mason said, “what would you

prefer, Graham, touts or minicabs in

Brick Lane?” My answer, Mr Mason, is

neither! For crying out loud! I’m sorry,

yellow badges, if you are not busy

enough, do the green badge

knowledge and stop demanding

ridiculous extensions. 

I mentioned cabbies brooming jobs

and Mr Mason seemed puzzled! Ms

Chapman promised me that a warning

shot would be put across their bows,

and if this continues to happen,

measures will be taken, how strong I

don’t know.

The Olympics – Mr Mason said that if

you are chosen as the host

country/city for the Olympics, you have

to have a designated Olympic route

network. Sadly I was unable to gain a

satisfactory answer as to why cabbies

were not allowed in these lanes.

Minicabs. Ms Chapman has offered

me to go out one evening and to view

the enforcement teams at work and to

see what TFL are up against. I

mentioned the various nightclubs

where these illegal minicab ranks are

taking place, but was told “TFL cannot

uphold the law, and there is only so

much that they can do”. 

Rickshaws. This one really gets my

goat. Mr Mason And Ms Chapman told

me that they don’t want rickshaws on

our streets any more than I do. They

are operating through a loophole in the

law. I was also told that Boris Johnson

doesn’t want them here either. I

explained the Hire and Reward

Insurance procedure yet again, yet

these uninsured death traps still

prevail.

During the meeting I found it hard to

complete the points I was trying to

make, because I kept hearing “can I

cut across you there, Graham” before I

could finish my argument, so I felt

frustrated.

I can only surmise that TFL either

can’t or won’t supervise any

punishments for the above culprits. I

wonder what the true reasons are.

Perhaps they are losing their teeth. If

only we could hand back the

Knowledge of London examination

system, and the licensing of taxis and

minicabs back to the Metropolitan

Police.

Be safe, be lucky!

Views of Butterboy Graham
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MONDAY NIGHT

CABBY SPECIAL
£7.95 FISH AND CHIPS 
and a cup of tea. Dine in only

King’s Square, off Central Street EC1
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After 23 years (and a lot of tears) I

have to say congratulations to

Tottenham Hotspur fans for their

lucky victory over the mighty

Manchester United at Old Trafford.

As a Londoner it is great news, as a

ManU fan it hurts like hell. The news is

also good for Chelsea fans. 

The Champions of Europe are sitting

pretty at the top of the table and the

furore concerning their Captain (John

Terry) seems merely to have brought

the group closers together... A kind of

siege mentality. It will be interesting to

see if they can keep it up throughout

the season. (What do you make of him

retiring from international football)

Not such a great time is being had by

QPR though. 

They effectively bought a new team in

the off season. Still without a victory,

these players appear even worse than

last years crop.

---------------------------------------

One of the crazy stories I have

picked this month is news that two

men, George Dalmon and Andy

Miles have been banned from their

local "Eat all you can" restaurant.

Their crime apparently is eating too

much. How embarrassing.. Not for

them but the restaurant. They are not

for me personally but I have been and

there is a kind of competitive element

to them. I just want to say well done to

these gents. To the restaurant I

suggest you say Eat all you can........

so long as it isn't too much

---------------------------------------

Another is the number of men who

cannot see their genitals without a

mirror. Apparently a huge proportion of

us are so overweight that our bits are

hidden by our gut. So here is a

challenge for you cabbies. Next time

you are having a shower and have a

look. If there is nothing to be seen

(without sucking in) then you need to fix

up

---------------------------------------

As I write this we still don't know the

whereabouts of the missing 5 year old

from Wales. I pray for her safe return

and have been heartened by the

number of volunteers who have come

out to help. It's weird but, unless he is

guilty, I do feel sorry for the arrested

man. He has not been convicted or

even charged yet but his name and

face are plastered over every

newspaper and tv screen in the country.

I don't know any more than you, but

whatever happens, his life has changed

forever. And as the hours pass by and

the police continue their questioning I

find myself wishing there were indeed a

person like Jack Bower from 24. Be

sure of one thing, if this guy knew

anything about the whereabouts of this

little girl, Jack would find out 

Ready steady Eddie by Eddie Nestor

Eddie Nestor 

BBC London 94.9

Drivetime: Weekdays 5-7pm 

RumShop: Fridays from 10pm 

Weekly Podcasts

UK Black

Manchester United Redcast



Bond is back! The Union Jack

flag’s have been flying proudly in

a year that has seen the Queen’s

Diamond Jubilee, not to mention

a standout Olympic moment

featuring the Monarch herself

and her favourite secret agent

making a now classic entrance in

front of the eyes of the world.

That’s some acknowledgment

from Her Majesty. It’s only fitting

that the man himself round up a

very British year. 

It’s been 50 years since the

release of the first Bond film, Dr.

No and the filmmakers of one of

the most successful franchises (not

to mention the longest running)

have gathered together an

amazing cast and crew to make

the 23rd in the series called

Skyfall. Released here October

26th, before anywhere else in the

world, it may be the best Bond film

yet.

Keeping the British feel, this film

takes place most prominently in

London, as well as Turkey and

China. Back for a third time as 007

is Daniel Craig, as is Dame Judi

Dench as his boss M. Featuring

Oscar winning actor Javier Bardem

as the villain, and fellow award

winners Ralph Fiennes, Albert

Finney and Ben Wishaw as the

new Q. Details on the story have,

like the spy himself, been top

secret, but what we do know is the

following,

After an operation in Istanbul

ends in disaster, Bond is missing

and presumed to be dead, and the

identities of every active

undercover MI6 agent are leaked

onto the internet. When the MI6

itself is attacked, Bond's sudden

reappearance gives M the pretext

she needs to seek out Raoul Silva,

a dangerous villain – but Bond

soon finds his loyalty to M

challenged over secrets from her

past.

With Oscar winning Brit Sam

Mendes directing and chart topper

Adele singing the theme song, it

looks as though Bond still  could

be around for another 50 years,

proving nobody does it better!

I was going to say, see the next

issue of The Badge for a traffic

light colour – but by then you

would have most probably seen it!

Also on a limited release in the

West End, to mark the

anniversary, is a documentary

called Everything or Nothing: 

The Untold Story of 007(The title

comes from the acronym EON,

which is the name of the

producers company). It’s a

behind the scenes look at the

creation of the James Bond

series, from its origins with

writer Ian Fleming’s novels, to

the early days of the franchise

with Sean Connery, all the way

through to Skyfall.
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The name’s Barry...Norman Barry!
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Audley Harrison insists he is back

in love with boxing for the first

time in almost a decade as he

prepares to face British and

Commonwealth heavyweight

champion David Price.
The pair will square off at Liverpool's

Echo Arena on October 13, with

hometown hero Price looking to

continue his superb transition to the

professional ranks since collecting an

Olympic bronze medal in Beijing four

years ago.

Harrison also famously has Olympic

pedigree as a Sydney 2000 gold

medalist, but his career as a paid fighter

stands at 28 wins and five defeats,

having generally lurched from one well-

documented calamity to another.

The last time the 40-year-old Londoner

stepped through the ropes to top the bill

in a north-west arena was in November

2010 for his remarkably meek surrender

to then-WBA champion David Haye in

Manchester.

Speaking at a press conference in

Liverpool today to promote 'The Battle

of the Olympians', Harrison candidly

referred to his world title tilt as a

'debacle' and claimed a pectoral injury

prevented him from completing a single

press-up in training camp.

But speaking afterwards, the former

European champion pointed to a

deeper malaise dating back to a fourth-

round knockout of then-undefeated

Dutchman Richel Hersisia for the

lightly-regarded WBF crown, along with

promotional turmoil surrounding the

breakdown of his television deal with

the BBC.

Not going to plan: The last time

Harrison fought in a big title fight he

was comprehensively beaten by David

Haye

Steve Bunce

Boxnation presenter

BBC Radio London

Thursday nights

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

As we enter the month of October

we will come to the end of another

Flat Season.  The final swan song is

this weekend at Newmarket followed

by Champions Day at Ascot on

October 20th.  
Let’s start with Saturday at Newmarket

where the track stages its longest handicap

of the year.  The race is the Betfred

Cesarewitch, a handicap run over two miles

and two furlongs.  The race is run over two

counties starting in Norfolk and ending up in

Suffolk.  As you can imagine it’s one of the

most competitive handicaps of the season

but we will try to guide you towards the

winner.  

Let’s start with Countrywide Flame, a four

year old trained by John Quinn (odds 10/1),

this horse is very attractively weighted on

just 8st 1lb.  Winner of the Triumph Hurdle

at last year’s Cheltenham Festival he has

had one run on the flat this season on

September 14th where he won a handicap

beating Arduli by three quarters of a length

over two miles at Chester (good to soft).

His trainer does very well in this type of race

and is an obvious one for the shortlist.

Hurricane Higgins, a four year old trained

by Mark Johnson (odds 10/1).  At the top

end of the weights 9 stone 2lbs.  He won a

handicap at Goodwood in August over two

miles five furlongs carrying 9stone 10lbs so

the trip holds no fears for this one.  He

followed that win with creditable efforts in

handicaps at York and Goodwood before

running third in a group two event at

Doncaster on the 14th September where

he finished third beaten one and a half

lengths by Times Up.  That is top class form

and a repeat of that run would put him with

a big chance here.

Olympiad a four year old trained in Ireland

by Dermot Weld (odds 12/1), one of

Irelands greatest trainers and not harshly

treated with only 8 stone 13lb.  the horse

has had three runs this year starting off by

winning at Gowan Park over one mile four

furlongs on soft ground, finishing third on

this second outing over one mile four

furlongs and was a very good winner over

two miles at York on 22nd August, winning

a sixteen runner handicap by one and a

half lengths.  If he stays the extra two

furlongs would be a major player (and being

by Galileo he must have very chance of

doing so).

Albert Bridge a four year old trained by

Ralph Becket (odds 20/1).  This horse has

7 stone 13lbs and therefore may not make

the cut for the race.  Has been a little

disappointing this season but bounced back

to from when winning a one mile five

furlong handicap on heavy ground at Ayr on

22nd September.  Should he get in the race

and the ground should come up heavy he

would have a squeak at a big price.

Martyr, a seven year old trained by

George baker (odds 20/1).  This horse was

very good in his younger days and was off

the track for two years until making his

belated reappearance on the 14th

September at Goodwood.  Nursed back to

health this first run was full of promise

where he started at 50/1 but tired three

furlongs out over one mile seven furlongs.

His second outing on September 27th over

2 miles at Newmarket was even better

where he led two furlongs out until tiring and

finishing fourth beaten four and a half

lengths.  Ridden this day by Richard

Hughes (who had ridden the horse regularly

in his younger days) was asked by trainer

baker if he wanted to ride his in the

Cesarewitch.  Hughes replied ‘I will ride him

and I will win’ I think this horse has had this

race as his long term objective and he will

do for me at 20/1.  I advise a one point

each way bet.

Champions Day at Ascot 20th October.

Fantastic racing which will comprise of the

Champions Long Distance Cup,

Champions Sprint, Champions Fillies and

Mares, Queen Elizabeth Stakes and the

Champions Stakes.  At this stage runners

are very sketchy; however, one race which

will have the attention of the racing world

will be the Champions Stakes.  The world’s

greatest racehorse Frankel will be running

his last race and bids to finish his career

by keeping his unbeaten run intact.  I’m

sure he will be odds on to do so but he

faces very tough competition in the John

Godson trained Nathaniel.  He missed the

Arc because he had a temperature and

will be a serious threat and the

participation of French horse Cirrus Des

Aigles, a recent nine lengths winner of a

group two at Longchamp , adds real spice

to the contest.  Not a betting proposition

but a race to savour.  It may be some time

until we see a horse of the likes of Frankel

again.

However a betting proposition has

appeared in the Melbourne Cup on

November 6th.  The race that stops a

nation is a national event down under but

with the Luca Commani trained Mount

Athos we can spoil the party for the

Aussies.  With odds of 8/1 the form of this

horse gives him a great chance and with

just 8stone 6lbs he must be a three point

win bet.

Anyway, until next time, Be Lucky and

don’t give too much to those awful

bookies chappies!

The Marksman

Love boxing.... love Buncey

Face off: David Price and Audley Harrison

go head to head at the press conference
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Please complete this form and send it with your application form

(LCDC) Ltd UNIT 303.2

TOWER BRIDGE BUSINESS COMPLEX, TOWER POINT,

100 CLEMENT’S ROAD, SOUTHWARK

LONDON, SE16 4DG

0207 394 5553

Standing Order Form

Your Bank: .........................................................................................

Your Bank Address:............................................................................

Post Code:..........................................................................................

Please pay the sum of £15 NOW and monthly therafter 

until further notice.

Please pay the sum of £42.50 NOW and then quarterly thereafter 

until further notice.

Quoting Reference No (         )

To the account of THE LONDON CAB DRIVERS CLUB LTD, 

Barclays Bank Bloomsbury & Tottenham Court Road branch, 

PO BOX 1134, London W128GG

Sort Code 20-10-53. Account No- 40450421.

Your Name: .....................................................................................

Account No:  .....................................................................................

Sort Code: .......................................................................................

Signature: ........................................................................................

Date: ..................................................................................................

Application Form
Please complete this form in BLOCK CAPITALS

The subscription rate is £170 per annum. If you are unable to pay in a

single payment please make one cheque payable to “The London Cab

Drivers Club Ltd,” with today’s date for £56.67 and two post-dated

cheques one month apart for £56.67.

Send the completed form to: THE MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY,

The London Cab Drivers Club Ltd, UNIT A 303.2

Tower Bridge Business Complex, Tower Point, 100 Clements

Road, Southwark, London SE16 4DG

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:.................... Surname: ......................................

First Names:......................................................................................

Address: ...........................................................................................

............................................... Post Code: ......................................

Badge No: ............................. Shift: ...............................................

Telephone No: (with full STC code):................................................

I agree to abide by the rules of the Club. I also agree that the above

information will be kipt by the LCDC in a computer system under the

terms of the Data Protection Act.

I understand that I will not be eligible for legal representation for 

matters arising prior to the date of this application. Thereby declare

that I have no outstanding PCO of police matters pending.

Signed:  ......................................  Date: ......................................

CLUB CLASS 
PACKAGE

AS AN L.C.D.C

MEMBER YOU 

WILL RECEIVE:

� 24 HOUR DUTY 
SOLICITOR  

EXCLUSIVE TO THE 

CAB TRADE
Your 24 Hr duty solicitor 

hotline membership card.

Piece of mind 24 hrs of 

the day.

� FULL LEGAL COVER
Our fantastic team of City 

Of London based solicitors

and barristers, experts in 

Hackney Carriage and 

road traffic law.

� COMPLAINTS
AND APPEALS
As a member of the LCDC,

we will deal with any 

complaint that has been 

made against you by

members of the public.

Also we will attend the

LTPH with you on any

personal appeals that 

would affect your licence.

� HEATHROW AIRPORT
REPRESENTATION
With our reps at the airport

working hard on the 

trades behalf for a fairer, 

and more safer future

at Heathrow.

� RANKS 
AND HIGHWAYS
The LCDC attend the Joint

Ranks committee working 

hard for more ranks and 

more access for the taxi 

trade in London

� CAB TRADE ADVICE
All members can call the 

office for any information

or up to the date news on 

any trade related subject.

� MEDIA AND 
AUTHORITIES
The LCDC is always the 

first to be called when the 

media want the “ Cab 

Trades “ reaction. The 

Chairman is a regular

contributor on LBC, Radio 

London, and the BBC.

We at the Club also

represent the trade at 

meetings with

the Mayors Office, TFL ,

LTPH, Corporation Of 

London, BAA, and all Local

Authorities in the Capital.

� HEALTH CONCERNS
Are you concerned about 

your badge and bill due to

your health? As a member 

of the Club, we can 

alleviate the stress by 

dealing with the 

authorities on your behalf.
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Adam D. Elliott
Vincent House, 

99a Station Road, London, E4 7BU

SPECIALIST 
ACCOUNTANT TO THE 
LICENSED TAXI TRADE

Tel: 020 8281 0500
email: adam@taxitax.co.uk / SKYPE: taxitax



C&M Taxis
TXI, TXII and TX4

& Fairway Drivers For Rent

�Overhauls
�Servicing & Insurance

repair jobs

All at competitive rates

Call 020 8807 5313
108 River Mead Rd
Lee Valley
Trading East
London 
N18 3QW

K.W. TAXI
SERVICES

UNIT 10 BRYANT AVENUE 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE ROMFORD

ESSEX RM3 0BY

01708 373 786

FAIRWAY, TXI, TXII, TX4
Overhauls, Servicing, Repairs
Fitting only LTI Factory Parts

cab rental, best rates,
24hr RAC cover, Fairway, TXI

KEEPING LONDON’S
TAXIS MOVING
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For the best in
home made 
Italian cooking

72 St John St, EC1

Tel: 020 7253 1907

Tasty Café

Pasta, chicken, 

meatballs, lamb, pork escalopes,

sirloin steaks a speciality

MEALS
£7.00 INCLUDING TEAS AND 

COFFEES
£8.00 SIRLOIN STEAK DINNERS

PLASMA TV FOR 
ALL FOOTBALL

BECKS CAFÈ
Breakfast & Grill
28 Red Lion Street
Holborn WC1R 4PS

Open Mon/Fri 7am till 10pm
Sat 7am till 3pm 
then reopen from 7pm till 10 pm
Pastas * Grills * Steaks 
* Fish * Omelettes *

www.lcdcorg.wordpress.com

Unbelievable Prices

TX / VITO REMOULDS

£38.50+VAT

TEL: 0207 231 5857

72 ENID STREET, BERMONDSEY, LONDON, SE16 3RA

London’s only 
independent 
taxi trade 

organisation

Don’t delay... join today! 

020 7394 5553

MORRIS TYRE
SERVICES

0203 581 7100
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